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Interview with Giovanni Berardi, President of Berardi Bullonerie S.r.l.

The fastening people
Screws are tiny and inconspicuous, and yet screws are a whole world, a complex world with
an immense variety of types, shapes, sizes and uses. Actually screws are the solution to
fastening and mounting an immense variety of products from coffee machine, cranes and ski
equipment through to wood processing machines and lines, building construction, trains or
supermarket trolleys. The Italian company Berardi Bullonerie S.r.l. has them all. The traditional, family-owned trading company is a one-stop shop for the whole world of screws and
bolts. Well established in its domestic market, Berardi Bullonerie is heading for foreign markets in Europe and abroad.

Representing the third generation of the family business, Giovanni Berardi, President of Berardi Bullonerie

KANBAN: A simple system ensuring ongoing replenishment with automatic information on empty boxes through barcode reading

“Screws and bolts have been our

tive development of the company

of products and to the proximity

products which make the differ-

core competence for almost 100

in terms of both sales figures and

to customers. The fastening spe-

ence. “We started with screws

years now,” says Giovanni Berardi,

customers. In 1984 Berardi Bul-

cialist has established a network

and bolts, but we always tried

m2

President of Berardi Bullonerie. “It

lonerie moved to new 4,500

of 15 branches across Italy to

to expand the range with similar

all started back in 1919 with a tiny

facilities with more than 15,000

be in reach of customers. “The

products,” explains the President.

shop established by my grandfather

items in stock, making the family

branches have contributed greatly

“For example, since 2011 we have

in the center of Bologna. Recon-

business one of the largest whole-

to our ongoing growth,” states Mr.

also offered springs. We secured a

structed after World War II, the shop

salers for screws and bolts in Italy.

Berardi. “The proximity enables

partnership with the US company

was exchanged for a well-equipped

In 2003 the facilities proved to be

on-site consulting and ensures fast

Lee Spring, a leader in precision

warehouse in 1960, when the com-

too small again, and the company

and dependable supply services.

and custom springs. At present we

pany became a wholesale business.

moved to its present 6,200

m2

Moreover, the branches make us

have more than 10,000 springs in

Initially we served the region of Bo-

facilities int Castel Guelfo near

visible and help us win new cus-

stock. Customers greatly appreci-

logna. By and by we expanded the

Bologna with semi-automatic

tomers.” In addition to the Italian

ate the service as many competi-

range – on a regional and finally on

warehouse facilities and more than

branches, Berardi has a sales of-

tors have problems with supplying

a national scale.”

35,000 items in stock.

fice in Morocco.

springs within schedule or at

The ongoing expansion of the

The President puts this success

However, it is first of all the quality

of spring within 24 hours maxi-

facilities well illustrates the posi-

down to the quality and variety

and the comprehensive variety of

mum, and we also supply bespoke

short notice. We supply any type

EUROPEAN
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The latest warehouse logistics for the benefit of customers, the spacious warehouse facilities

Carefully selected manufacturers and
strict tests, Berardi quality

springs made to customers’ draw-

result, Berardi Bulloneri has a

co. Moreover, we have our Internet

establish a network of branches in

ings or specifications.”

broad customer base including

site with the online catalogue.”

foreign markets, and we are look-

manufacturers of machines and

ing for partners. Interested con-

Screws and bolts are still the core

apparatus, agricultural appliances,

At present, Berardi Bullonerie

tacts are welcome.” The company

business, and the company offers

cranes, vehicles, traffic signs, fur-

has a staff of 200 and gener-

is well prepared for future growth.

a highly comprehensive choice

niture, office equipment, forklifts,

ates turnover of 55 million EUR,

New headquarters are currently

of screws made from a variety of

coffee machines, slicing machines,

almost exclusively in Italy. So far,

being built, doubling the available

materials such as stainless steel,

refrigerators, lifts, ski equipment,

the export rate amounts to 2%.

surface area to 10,000 m2. The

carbon steel, steel alloys or brass,

kitchens, buses, trolleys, building

Increasing the rate by opening up

inauguration is scheduled for the

hot or cold pressed or turned. They

construction companies and many

new markets is the declared target

end of 2017.

come in a rich choice of shapes

more. “The broad spectrum of ap-

for the future. “We mainly aim at

and sizes to meet each and every

plications makes us independent

European markets,” concludes

demand. Hydraulic and pneumatic

from the ups and downs in special

the President. “We are going to

fittings, hose clamps, valves and

fields,” says the President. “Ac-

electrical parts complement the

cordingly, our turnover is highly

assortment. “Whatever the applica-

fragmented. Our biggest customer

tion, we have the solution, and we

accounts for 2%.”

❙

ensure prompt and dependable
The fastening specialist has 70

“Our services are backed by the

sales agents in Italy who are

latest warehouse logistics. The

engaged in regularly contacting

direct link to customers facilitates

customers and winning new ones.

operations and provides palpable

“We win 100 new customers a

benefits. Our services save time

month,” Mr. Berardi proudly points

and money and reduce or eliminate

out. “We make use of print media

stockkeeping at customer’s site.”

for advertising, and we regularly
present our products at specialized

The range of applications includes

trade shows such as EIMA and

nearly all fields of industry, and

SAIE3 in Bologna, Fasteners in

there are special versions for

Milan, Ecomondo in Rimini, Cibus

demanding environments. As a

Tec in Parma or Midest in Moroc-

5

Berardi Bullonerie S.r.l.

Via della Concia, 10
Zona Industriale – Poggio Piccolo
40023 Castel Guelfo (BO)
Italy
 +39 0542 671911
 +39 0542 671940
 amm@gberardi.com
 www.gberardi.com
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Interview with Andrea Moretti, Managing Director of Envirogen Group Italy S.p.A.

Filtering out the bad
Filtration services and products are vital components for a variety of industries. Some examples of industries that depend on filtration devices are the oil and gas industry, textile industry, food and beverage industry and energy industry. Envirogen Group Italy S.p.A., formerly
known as Fluxa Filtri S.p.A., specializes in providing filtration products for a range of businesses in many industries.

Envirogen Group Italy was founded

systems and filtration manage-

remediation treatments include

over 40 years ago and continues

ment. In the consumables cat-

removing hydrocarbons, pesticides

to provide excellence and innova-

egory, the business provides filters

and other chemical residue from

tion in the filtration market. The

for liquids and gases. These filters

ground water.” Finally, in the ser-

company is now part of a group

can also be made from a multitude

vice category, the company helps

that was established in 2008 by

of materials, including plastic and

manage and finance filtration

a US based investment firm. The

cellulose. In the systems category,

products and systems. Offering

Italian branch specializes in water

the branch manufactures cross

these three different categories to

filtration devices. Over the past two

flow units that are used for a host

its consumers places the group in

years, the company has undergone

of beverages including water,

a league of its own. “We offer the

an overhaul and has expanded its

beer, wine and milk. The company

full package to all of our clients,”

water filtration services by creating

also offers filtration systems that

adds Mr. Moretti.

separate departments dedicated to

carbonate water. Osmosis and

engineering, processing and water

waste water treatment systems are

Future plans for the group include

filtration solutions.

also provided. “For waste water

expansion to the Middle East and

treatment, we offer biological and

Malaysia. The company will also

The products and services En-

remediation treatments,” says An-

continue to offer excellent and

virogen Group Italy offers to its

drea Moretti, Managing Director of

individualized service to each of its

clientele include consumables,

Envirogen Group Italy. “Common

customers.

One of the company’s high performance water filtration systems
EUROPEAN
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Envirogen Group Italy
S.p.A.
Viale De Gasperi 88/B
20017 Mazzo Di Rho (MI)
Italy
 +39 02 939591
 +39 02 93959400
 info@fluxafiltri.com
 www.fluxafiltri.com

❙

Envirogen Group Italy has a filter for every industry’s needs

A waste water treatment system provided and maintained by the Group
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Interview with Paolo Ghezzi, Managing Director of InfoCamere ScpA

Information is king
The Italian Chambers of Commerce are public bodies entrusted to serve and promote Italian businesses through over 300 branch offices located throughout the country. InfoCamere
ScpA, the technological arm of the Italian Chambers’ system, helps them in pursuing their
goals by managing their information stores and providing state-of-the-art digital services.
Years before the Internet came into being, it pioneered a telephone-based network connecting all of the Chambers of Commerce and continues to be an innovator more than 40 years
later.

Managing Director Paolo Ghezzi

InfoCamere started life as Cer-

business registers, making the in-

with information about more than

the Chambers of Commerce with

formation they contained available

six million registered companies.

other public information systems,

from any Chamber of Commerce

The information is stored in an

making it possible to supply data

office within the Veneto region.

advanced data center based on

in bulk, rather than delivering pre-

“It was the first time that this had

open environments and integrat-

existing, individual official docu-

been done for a public office and

ing market-leading technologies in

ments, such as search results or

revolutionized the ease of access

the fields of virtualization, systems

balance sheets. Our records are

to information for businesses and

hardware, storage systems, control

accessible to all – the public, pub-

professionals,” says Managing

systems and software. “The ar-

lic authorities and industry profes-

Director Paolo Ghezzi. “Within ten

chitecture is designed to meet the

sionals.”

years, the whole of Italy was cov-

dual requirements of storage and

ered by the network.”

retrieval to make the information

The information held by the Cham-

searchable according to a wide

bers of Commerce consists primar-

Today, InfoCamere manages

range of different parameters,”

ily of the business register in which

the information kept by all of the

explains Mr. Ghezzi. “We have also

all Italian companies are listed.

Chambers of Commerce in Italy. It

developed sophisticated systems

The register also contains ten

uses state-of-the-art servers and

for integrating the information

million listed individuals: entrepre-

software to manage a database

contained in the databases of

neurs, shareholders, directors, au-

ved (Centro Regionale Veneto

ditors and managers. The register

Elaborazione Dati, or the Data

is in constant flux as new start-ups

Processing Center for the Veneto

are added or existing companies

Region), when it was founded in

cease trading. Keeping the register

Padua in December 1974. The

up to date is an ongoing process

then-President of the Chamber of

that is greatly facilitated by digiti-

Commerce and Professor of Prob-

zation. “Italy was the first country

ability at Padua University, Profes-

in Europe to have a completely

sor Mario Volpato, had the vision to

digital business register,” says Mr.

use the emerging potential of com-

Ghezzi. “The emphasis on digitiza-

puter and telematic technologies

tion continues today along with the

to improve the efficiency of the

Government’s effort to reduce our

Chamber of Commerce. His insight
led directly to the digitization of the
EUROPEAN
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To coincide with Expo 2015, InfoCamere translated all six million entries in the
business register into English

digital gap with Europe.” Italian
Prime Minister Matteo Renzi has
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InfoCamere ScpA

Via G.B. Morgagni 13
00161 Rome
Italy
 +39 06 442851
 +39 06 44285255
 contatti@infocamere.it
 www.infocamere.it
@twitter.com/infocamere

InfoCamere’s operational offices in Padua

thrown his weight behind digital in-

Produttive) entrusted to each of

conducted a survey of companies

tion certificates. Being at the heart

novation and is pushing for access

the 8,000 Italian municipalities,”

at the beginning of the year, four

of the national business informa-

to public administration services

says Mr. Ghezzi. “We look forward

out of ten company directors said

tion system, InfoCamere has taken

for every citizen via a personal log-

to achieving this goal very soon,

that they did not see the Internet

up a number of projects on behalf

in. InfoCamere has already begun

thanks to the portal www.impre-

as vital for their business,” says

of the Chambers of Commerce,

the process, and 1.5 million of the

sainungiorno.it, which InfoCamere

Mr. Ghezzi. “However, our re-

such as helping them play the role

ten million individuals listed on the

created to help local authorities

search shows that if companies

of LEI (legal entity identifier) within

register already have access to the

fulfill their task through standard-

fail to engage with the Internet and

the global LEI system, a framework

Chambers’ database – as well as

ized procedures already available

the e-commerce revolution, they

of trusted institutions which in

other public online resources – via

in more than 3,400 local munici-

significantly weaken their competi-

every country provide trusted iden-

CNS certificate (National Service

palities.”

tive position in the market. It is a

tification to recognize and author-

cultural issue that we must engage

ize worldwide bank transfers. “Last

Card, a standardized digital identification system). “We are work-

Despite the high-profile backing of

with.” Nevertheless, InfoCamere

December we celebrated our anni-

ing to allow each entrepreneur

the Italian Government and Italy’s

is forging ahead with its pioneer-

versary with the claim ‘40 years of

to access public administration

early adoption of a digital business

ing approach. To coincide with

future’,” Mr. Ghezzi says. “I believe

services, including the register, via

register, digitization is not seen as

Expo 2015 in Milan, the company

this encapsulates very well who

a single point of contact known as

the top priority for all Italian busi-

translated all six million company

we are: old enough to be trusted,

the SUAP (Sportello Unico Attività

nesses. “Astonishingly, when we

entries in the business register into

young enough to take up the chal-

English. “In the first three months

lenge of continuous innovation.”

❙

of 2016 alone, we had over 25,000
foreign enquiries from 82 different
countries hoping to get in touch
with a specific company on the
register,” says Mr. Ghezzi. “These
enquiries generate income for the
Chambers of Commerce and business opportunities for the companies listed.” InfoCamere is able to
guarantee the accuracy of the information it delivers through a vari-

9

ety of security measures including
QR codes embedded into registra-

business
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InfoCamere’s servers contain information about six million registered companies
and ten million individuals

Interview with Oliver Botti, Head of International Business Development
and Innovation for the FINCONS GROUP

London calling
Committed to helping its clients achieve growth, now the company is implementing the next
step in its own growth strategy, which is based on continuing internationalization. FINCONS
GROUP, which has its headquarters in Switzerland and main Italian office near Milan, has just
opened its new location in London. In the British capital, the IT business consulting group
will initially focus on the media and financial sectors, where it already has significant Europewide experience.
FINCONS is a business consult-

of 80 million EUR, serving over

ners and customers, such as the

ness needs, our participation in

ing group, focused on advanced

200 clients across Europe. In the

largest pay TV broadcasting firm

EU-funded, international projects

information and communication

last four years, the company has

in Europe. In the future, we plan

and our close cooperation with in-

technology, to enable its clients to

grown 20% annually, and the goal

to gradually expand our services

ternational vendors, research insti-

achieve and sustain a competitive

is to sustain this momentum and

in the UK to other markets.” An

tutions, technical universities and

advantage. Founded in 1983, the

achieve 120 million EUR by 2018.

important vehicle in this expansion

other partners. Within the ongoing

is the company’s ‘smart-shore’

Digital Transformation revolution,

privately owned company provides made-to-measure software

A major role in the internationaliza-

Delivery Center in Bari, Italy, which

FINCONS GROUP acts as a solu-

and systems integration solutions

tion strategy of FINCONS is played

provides advanced application

tion designer capable of efficiently

that help customers manage the

by the group’s new office in Lon-

management and system building

tailoring innovative solutions that

digital transformation process in

don, FINCONS Consulting Limited,

services along the complete digital

leverage on customer intimacy to

a wide variety of sectors, ranging

which was opened in May and

supply chain at highly competitive

fully understand and enable the

from media, financial services,

is designed to serve as a hub for

prices to customers all over Eu-

whole business needs.”

and energy & utilities to public

developing the European market.

rope. “Our smart-shoring approach

administration, transportation and

“To begin with, London will focus

enables us to combine quality

manufacturing. The group is head-

on two main sectors: media and

on-site consulting with highly cost-

quartered in Bern, Switzerland,

financial services,” explains Oliver

effective back-office programming

and has offices in Lugano and

Botti, Head of International Busi-

and development,” states Mr.

Zurich, in Bari, Catania, Rome, Ve-

ness Development and Innovation

Botti. “Other important interna-

rona and Vimercate close to Milan

for the FINCONS GROUP. “This is

tionalization vehicles include our

in Italy, and London, UK. In 2015,

where we have the strongest ex-

strong focus on constant innova-

FINCONS GROUP had revenues

perience and several trusted part-

tion to meet newly emerging busi-

EUROPEAN
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FINCONS Consulting
Limited
45 King William Street
London, EC4R 9AN
UK
 +44 203 1026710

 marketing@finconsgroup.com
 www.finconsgroup.com
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Interview with Riccardo Aichner, President of Aersud Elicotteri S.r.l.

Flying high

Apparently it was Leonardo da Vinci who invented the concept of flight, which
includes helicopters. An ingenious drawing by the 15th century painter and inventor showing
a so-called ornithopter has inspired modern-day helicopters. Aersud Elicotteri S.r.l. in Verona
is a specialist when it comes to the most diverse types of helicopters. The company is a distributor and agent of versatile, powerful Airbus Helicopters.
Aersud Elicotteri is synonymous

developed several activities. “In the

equipment installation as well as

craft H135, which stands out as it

with an outstanding passion and

1960s, the civil helicopter activity

customization of cabin interiors and

can land almost anywhere – a great

dedication in developing the civil

basically did not exist in Italy,” says

organization of training courses.

advantage given Italy’s mountainous

aviation. Right from the beginning,

Mr. Aichner. “When we started rep-

this element has been the main

resenting Airbus Helicopter in Italy,

“Some time ago, we also started

helicopter used to transport passen-

driving force behind the company’s

this was something completely new,

shifting our focus outside Italy,

gers but also for missions like fire

successful development. “It was my

and it spurred the development of

extending our activities in other

fighting, life-saving or crop spraying.

father who founded the company in

the entire market.”

Mediterranean countries” adds Mr.

In 2018, the range will be complet-

Aichner. “As we work a lot with the

ed by the H160 model, a medium

1963,” explains President Riccardo

landscape. H125 is another light

Aichner. “He was a pilot in World

Today, Aersud Elicotteri has 70 em-

Albanian government, we opened

utility helicopter designed to create

War II; he was even awarded a gold

ployees and has sold several hun-

a site in Albania to offer complete

added value in terms of perfor-

medal for valour. Even after the war,

dred helicopters in Italy so far. In

services close to our customers. We

mance, competitiveness, safety and

he was deeply involved in aviation,

Italy and abroad, Aersud Elicotteri

are currently considering a base in

comfort. For Airbus Helicopter and

and based on his fundamental

focuses on the distribution of new

Turkey where we have already been

Aersud Elicotteri, this will be the be-

know-how, he contributed to the

and used helicopters and has of-

active for several years.”

ginning of a new chapter.

development of civil aviation fur-

fices in Verona, Trento and Rome.

ther. Aersud Elicotteri cooperated

Thanks to its subsidiary Helicopters

Its Airbus helicopters come in a

with the Italian Aviation Authorities

Italia, Aersud provides its custom-

broad range for the most diverse

to work out laws and regulations

ers a technical/logistical support

purposes, from helicopter emergen-

that liberalized the use of helicop-

service that includes the helicopter

cy medical services, fire fighting and

ters in Italy for instance.” At an

maintenance, engine and mechani-

civil defence to passenger transport

early stage, Aersud started estab-

cal assemblies; local assistance;

and corporate needs. Among its

lishing partnerships with helicopter

ongoing airworthiness manage-

bestsellers are the multipurpose

producers such as Airbus and

ment, spare parts supply, avionics

H145 helicopter and the light air-

11

The perfect helicopter for every need – even
when conditions are extremely difficult

Aersud Elicotteri S.r.l.
Via G. Cuboni, 12
00197 Rome
Italy

 +39 045 8600646
 +39 045 8618021
 aersud@aersud.it
 www.aersud.it

Life-saving helicopters are important elements of Aersud
Elicotteri’s portfolio

business
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Helicopter interiors are a question of style

❙

Interview with Cesare Casagrande, CEO of VIROSAC s.r.l.

Bags with an impact
Over the years, consumer habits have
changed, and the organization of average
family households has adapted to changing
work and life realities. In addition, the need
for environmentally friendly and sustainable
products has been on the upsurge. Against
this background, the vision of VIROSAC s.r.l.
has been thriving. The company that focuses
on biodegradable and compostable bags for
food storage and waste collection has become the leader in its market.
The new production facilities in Pederobba meet VIROSAC’s ambitious objectives
and its concerns for environmentally friendly products and production processes

The company’s name VIROSAC

tional companies before, Mr. Casa-

company’s top seller is a 42 x 45

foothold in this market.” When

can be explained easily: It is a com-

grande is intrigued by the potential

cm bioplastic waste separation

it comes to the storage of frozen

bination of the founders’ surnames

of the company in terms of staff,

bag. In fact, it was the best-selling

food, VIROSAC offers a range of

plus their key product. However,

technology and production. “The

waste bag in 2015, and it is most

freezer bags that has been ex-

when Graziano Virago and Giorgio

company has always worked hard

likely the company will grasp this

panded continuously.

Rossetto came up with the idea to

to become and remain a reference

title again in 2016. Only recently,

produce waste and freezer bags

in Italian plastic bag production

VIROSAC has introduced a num-

In addition, only last year, the

as well as bags for home organiza-

combined with environmental pro-

ber of new product developments,

company introduced a new line

tion in 1973, they were well aware

tection,” adds Mr. Casagrande.

like Propersac range that features

of products for the pet market.

scented waste bags.

“We are able to offer a reliable line

of changes in society and lifestyle
that gave a new dimension to their

Product and production innovation

products. Supported by a team

have always been the guiding prin-

Most of the products are manufac-

needs,” stresses Mr. Casagrande.

of committed professionals in

ciple of the medium-sized compa-

tured under the company’s own

“We have focused on the princi-

R&D and high-quality production

ny that today employs 110 people,

name, but VIROSAC also supplies

ples of quality, innovation, reliabil-

facilities, VIROSAC is determined

generating a turnover of 37 million

large players in retailing in Italy

ity and ‘made in Italy’. This is our

to boost its efforts for low-impact

EUR. “Last year, we grew by 5.5%

with private label products. “Cur-

corporate mission, and we aim to

products. “We have always wanted

and produced more than one bil-

rently, we deliver our branded

increase the durability of our bags

to manufacture plastic bags that

lion bags, just to give you some

and private label products to over

and make them even more envi-

are meant to make everyday life

business information,” points out

5,000 hypermarkets and super-

ronmentally friendly.”

easier and have a low impact on

Mr. Casagrande. “We have built up

markets in Italy. Other customers

our environment,” says CEO Cesare

a reputation as a modern and fu-

include shopping centers, drug-

VIROSAC is the one and only com-

Casagrande, who joined VIROSAC

ture-oriented company that cares

stores and wholefood chains,”

pany in Italy that supplies waste

in September of 2015.

about end consumers’ requests

explains Mr. Casagrande. “We are

bags to city cleaning departments,

of products for all pet cleaning

and delivers to the market prod-

working to reinforce our presence

cooperating with the cities of Milan

Having worked abroad in various

ucts that are in line with our vision

in stores for fruits and vegetables

and Genoa, where it has won the

management positions at interna-

of environmental protection.” The

in order to gain a substantial

tenders. “We are proud to have

EUROPEAN
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Biodegradable bags are the future as they leave
only a small environmental footprint

won these tenders, and we are

tem. VIROSAC is observing devel-

now working hard to supply other

opments in foreign markets closely

city cleaning departments in Italy

and is interested in expanding its

as well. However, we do not take

activities beyond its home market.

part in any tender. We select our

The company aims for continuous

applications carefully,” says Mr.

growth and is about to introduce

Casagrande.

new products that are in compliance with its innovative spirit and

This year, for the first time ever,

its commitment to products that

VIROSAC has begun to commu-

make a low impact in terms of

nicate its corporate values via an

ecological footprint. “We aim to

advertising campaign, introduc-

continue our attempts to safeguard

ing the slogan of ‘VIROSAC tells a

the environment and our produc-

completely different story’ in order

tion processes. Our work is based

to convey the message that quality

on the philosophy of reducing the

and innovation always come first,

environmental impact,” points out

while production is still located at

Mr. Casagrande. “We hold various

its premises in Italy. “It is above

patents in line with this ambitious

all the ‘made in Italy’ hallmark

philosophy.”

❙

that makes us stand out,” adds
Mr. Casagrande. “Having said that
I have to say that it is extremely
challenging to find the right staff
tant tasks within our production.
Quality definitely requires qualified
staff.”
Mr. Casagrande underlines the
importance of establishing professional training structures, comparable to those that already exist in
Germany with its dual training sys-
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VIROSAC s.r.l.

Via Feltrina, 49
zona industriale
31040 Pederobba (TV)
Italy
 +39 0423 688250
 +39 0423 688515
 info@virosac.com
 www.virosac.com
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members that can take on impor-

Interview with Pierfabio Garavaglia, Managing Director of
STATUS Srl

Spot on!
The lighting in a home can change its entire
atmosphere. The perfect lighting transforms
a room into a seamless combination of functionality and style. STATUS Srl develops and
manufactures perfect lighting solutions – harmonious symbioses of technology and aesthetics.

Lightings illuminate entire rooms

makes our projects and products

or highlight specific elements.

stand out.”

Status is a prestigious expert
when it comes to lightings that

STATUS was founded in 1992 as a

are synonymous with design and

subsidiary of Mondial Lux. Today,

quality made in Italy. The com-

it has a workforce of 15 employ-

pany’s products combine ad-

ees and a total annual revenue

vanced technology and attractive

of four million EUR. Exports to

design, form and function. “The

Germany, Austria, Belgium, the

attention to detail and quality

Netherlands, the Arabian Emirates,

made in Italy have always deeply

Israel and India make up a share

rooted in our business philoso-

of 60%. When STATUS created

phy,” sums up Managing Direc-

its well-known ALTIS line in 2001,

tor Pierfabio Garavaglia. “This

this was a milestone in its history.

STATUS – synonymous with perfect
lighting solutions for the most different
needs
EUROPEAN
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STATUS Srl

Via Vittorio Veneto, 23
20010 Bernate Ticino (MI)
Italy
 +39 02 9759911
 +39 02 97599130
 status@status.it
 www.status.it

STATUS’ creations are a perfect combination of advanced technology and attractive
design, form and function

For the first time, the company

inefficient lights by new LED lights.

buildings and are increasingly

‘Progetto 50’ comes as a lamp col-

experimented with LED technology

We install the lights and we offer

demanded by architects, lighting

lection inspired by the design of

– today, LEDs are core elements of

5-year-warranties. The idea behind

specialists and interior designers.

the 1950s. The fashion brand Max

the portfolio and are even rented

this offer is to improve energy ef-

They rave about their exclusive

Mara is one of its great admirers.

out. “Thanks to ALTIS, we man-

ficiency and to save energy. Fur-

design, premium quality, and in-

STATUS’ lamps illuminate Turin’s

aged to shift decorative lamps into

thermore, we put great emphasis

novative and eco-friendly technol-

main underground station and

the world of architecture,” says

on using recyclable and natural

ogy. One of the most-demanded

three boats of the Costa Crociera.

Mr. Garavaglia. “We try to make

materials as we are constantly

products is ‘Giulia’, a wall, ceiling,

Many more innovative lamps and

the most of the LED technology as

thinking about the future of our

table, floor and suspension lamp

projects are to come in the near fu-

it offers unmatched benefits such

planet.”

with direct and diffused light.

ture – STATUS is known for turning

as energy saving, long-term dura-

Designed in 1997, Giulia was char-

innovative ideas into future-orient-

tion and smaller size. Two years

STATUS’ lights illuminate residen-

acterized by soft and curvy forms

ed products within a short time.

ago, we started offering a special

tial interiors, work environments,

that nowadays have been slightly

service. We replace traditional or

and public as well as institutional

adapted to current market trends.

❙

STATUS offers exclusive designs and
premium quality for
the most diverse
interior spaces

business
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Interview with Sergio Zaglio, Company Founder, President and Managing Director,
and Fabio Zaglio, Marketing Director of Man Socks Italia S.r.l.

Italian experts in textiles and socks
Socks have to be comfortable and soft. At the same time, they are fashion accessories. Today, consumers are spoilt for choice when searching for a new pair of socks. In Europe, Man
Socks Italia S.r.l., based in Castiglione Delle Stiviere, is one of the major players in the stocking and socks market. Now, the Italian company is aiming to establish itself as a global player and gain ground overseas.

The company’s product portfolio
boasts a wide selection of stock-

for entering new markets and idenThink Pink is the company’s most international brand

tifying prospects. We already sell to

ings and socks for men, women

customers online in Australia, the

and children, in classic and sports

Philippines and North America.”

styles. The collection is completed
by a range of underwear, beach-

Puma socks in Italy. In 2006, the

Man Socks is a global player and

Last but not least, Sergio Zaglio is a

wear, towelling products and ac-

dynamic entrepreneur acquired

achieves around 60% of its annual

passionate inventor and holds sev-

cessories. Following a stringent

the European licence for the pro-

turnover through export activities.

eral patents. One of his latest inven-

quality strategy, all the products

duction and distribution of Fila

The company mainly sells to clients

tions is a unique washing machine

are designed and produced

socks. Five years later, Man Socks

in Europe, especially Germany,

which eliminates spots and stains,

in-house. “Everything is 100%

purchased Think Pink, a renowned

France, Spain and Switzerland.

washes, dries and irons the wash-

made in Italy,” confirms Company

label which produced textiles and

Recently, the socks specialist joined

ing within only two hours. For sure,

Founder, President and Managing

socks. In 2012, he integrated the

forces with a sales partner in Cana-

there is much more to expect in the

Director Sergio Zaglio. “Our name

textile and stocking brand Diadora

da. “We are also keeping an eye on

coming years from Mr. Zaglio.

is a quality promise. We also deliv-

into Man Socks.

China,” says Mr. Zaglio. “At present,
we are negotiating with a local dis-

er excellent customer service. Our
customers value our respectability

“So far, we have been focusing on

tribution partner to get a foothold in

and continuity.”

Europe,” says Mr. Zaglio. “Now,

China, especially with Think Pink.”

we aim to establish ourselves as
When Mr. Zaglio founded the

a global player. Think Pink will be

Recognizing the growing impor-

company in 1981 together with his

our gateway to the overseas mar-

tance of the e-commerce sector,

wife Anna Balestreri, he drew on

ket. We already operate Think Pink

Man Socks will also enhance its e-

many years of experience in the

monobrand stores in Taiwan and

commerce activities in the coming

production of stockings. To begin

Korea. Against the background of

years. “Here, too, Think Pink will

with, he used to produce sports

our expansion plans, we have just

be our door opener,” says Market-

socks for European clients. In the

begun to reposition the brand. We

ing Manager Fabio Zaglio, repre-

middle of the 1990s, the company

are aiming for a total look.”

senting the second family genera-

started to focus on labels, selling
EUROPEAN
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tion. “The Internet is an ideal tool

Man Socks Italia S.r.l.
Via Mazzini 105
46043 Castiglione Delle
Stiviere (MN)
Italy
 +39 0376 639889
 +39 0376 632600
 info@mansocks.it
 www.mansocks.it
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Interview with Enrico Mezzadri, Partner of Gianfranco Bommezzadri sas

Where style takes shape

To say Parma is to say style, elegance and refinement. Acqua
di Parma, prosciutto di Parma – Parma has long been the incarnation of style and taste. Dressing well is an integral part
of Parma’s culture. Parma represents tradition and innovation – just like Gianfranco Bommezzadri sas. The company is
deeply rooted in Parma’s busy fashion industry and enthuses
with appealing interpretations of coats and jackets.
kind of double identity: Our jackets
and coats are elegant and casual
at the same time. They are sophisticated but easy to wear and have

Gianfranco
Bommezzadri sas

Via Achille Cantoni 1/B
43122 Parma
Italy

“Quality, elegance and style, this is

1992, Gianfranco Bommezzadri’s

a very classy twist.” Gianfranco

what I love, what I am passionate

daughter and Enrico Mezzadri took

Bommezzadri uses the finest ma-

about, what really motivates and

over the company – and shifted

terials such as cashmere and baby

stimulates me,” states Enrico Mez-

its focus in a new direction. “After

alpaca for its exclusive jackets: For

zadri, Partner of Gianfranco Bom-

having worked for so many years

this reason, they are extremely soft

mezzadri. “And it is what drives

on behalf of third parties, we cre-

and light. Today, Gianfranco Bom-

the entire company. Through our

ated our own brand, Gianfranco

mezzadri has 104 employees and

products we create emotions, and

Bommezzadri, and presented it

annual sales of 8.,5 million EUR.

this is an important trademark.”

at fairs in Florence and Paris,”

Japan, Korea, France and Sweden

troduced our latest brand, παιδεία

It was Enrico Mezzadri’s father-

explains Mr. Mezzadri. “Five years

are important export countries.

(pronounced paideia). The project

in-law, Gianfranco Bommezzadri,

ago, in collaboration with our friend

“Currently private labels and our

is still in the start-up phase, but

who founded the company in 1957

Vincenzo Reggiani, we launched

own labels each account for 50%

we believe in its great potential.

as a traditional tailor shop. From

Ernesto, our second brand. The

of our business,” says Mr. Mez-

The new collection consists of suits

then on, the company has never

name refers to Oscar Wilde’s fa-

zadri. “We are keen to significantly

with a very contemporary touch,

lost sight of its traditional values:

mous play The Importance of Be-

increase the share of our own

and we are sure that it will propel

quality and craftsmanship. In

ing Earnest. Ernesto represents a

labels in the future. We recently in-

us to further success.”
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 info@
gianfrancobommezzadri.it
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Showrooms in Milan, Vicenza, Naples and Tokyo illustrate Gianfranco
Bommezzadri’s extraordinary taste in exclusive design and style

business
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Italian style and elegance at its best – jackets made in Italy by Gianfranco
Bommezzadri

 +39 052 1781249
 +39 052 1273455

Interview with Paolo Lanfranchi, President and Founder, and Giuseppe Cassisi, CEO of Doppel Farmaceutici Srl

Exceeding standards
Italy’s pharmaceutical industry is second in Europe for production volume and one of the
largest in the world. The period between 2008 and 2013 saw Italy’s gross domestic product
fall by 7% while pharmaceutical production rose by 2%. According to the National Institute
for Statistics, Italy has 174 factories and roughly 62,000 employees. One of these high-performing, innovative companies is Doppel Farmaceutici, which is headquartered in Cortemaggiore.

President and Founder Paolo Lanfranchi: “It is incredible to see how
Doppel Farmaceutici has grown in recent years.”

CEO Giuseppe Cassisi: “In Europe, we are one of the leading contract development
and manufacturing organizations in the pharmaceutical market.”

Care and quality for clients, re-

packaging. “We not only produce

on a five-year contract. “Back then,

Cassisi. “In 2008, the site was ex-

sponsibility and safety for patients,

but also develop pharmaceuticals

the company had 40 employees

tended, and today 220 employees

ethics for society – this is exactly

on behalf of our clients,” stresses

and annual sales of three million

work here. The plant is specialized

what Doppel Farmaceutici is syn-

President Paolo Lanfranchi. “This

EUR,” says Mr. Lanfranchi. “De-

in semi-solid, liquid form and soft

onymous with and what sets the

means we take care of the whole

spite facing difficult market condi-

gel capsules. One bay is dedicated

company apart. Doppel Farmaceu-

product life cycle. Today, there are

tions with the first generic drugs

to the production of food supple-

tici operates as a successful con-

over 300 contract development

entering the market, the company

ments in effervescent granules. A

tract development and manufactur-

and manufacturing companies in

has grown rapidly. Today, we have

satellite site manufactures high po-

ing organization that not only works

the market; we are among the top

470 employees, and turnover has

tency tablets. In 2001, we bought

according to strict quality regula-

40 in the world. 28 employees are

increased to 83 million EUR.”

the Rozzano (Milan) plant, which

tions but often exceeds standards,

involved in research and develop-

Doppel Farmaceutici has sites in

concentrates on manufacturing

benefiting patients, customers and

ment – a service that is highly val-

Cortemaggiore and Rozzano. “In

and packaging oral solid pharma-

the environment. The company

ued by our customers.”

2000, we built a new production

ceutical forms. Typical products

site in Cortemaggiore that covers

are tablets, coated tablets, sugar

is a highly respected outsourcing

m2

partner when it comes to pharma-

Doppel Farmaceutici was founded

more than 44,000

ceutical research, development,

in 1994 as a spin-off operation of

is equipped with state-of-the art

sules and injection ampoules.

formulation, manufacturing and

a well-known global player, based

technology,” states CEO Giuseppe

Furthermore, we established

EUROPEAN
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coated tablets, hard gelatine cap-
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Doppel Farmaceutici Srl
Via Martiri delle Foibe, 1
29016 Cortemaggiore (PC)
Italy
 +39 0523 8335200
 +39 0523 8335299
 info@doppel.it
 www.doppel.it

The Cortemaggiore plant is dedicated to semi-solid and liquid pharmaceuticals and
high potency tablets

Rozzano’s modern research and development facility enables Doppel Farmaceutici
to retain its position as one of the market leaders

modern research and development

that are increasingly in demand.”

harmony with the environment are

ize meetings on a regular basis.

laboratories. Based on our two

Doppel Farmaceutici has around

important trademarks. “We have

We are always open to new ideas

sites in northern Italy, we are able

100 clients, among them the big-

many quality and safety certifica-

and are well-positioned to realize

to develop and manufacture basi-

gest players in the pharmaceutical

tions such as ISO 9001 and IFS;

them.” Thanks to this approach,

cally everything the pharmaceutical

industry. “We cooperate a lot with

some are not even mandatory,”

Doppel Farmaceutici is recognized

market requires.”

Big Pharma, Specialty Pharma and

points out Mr. Lanfranchi. “Total

for exceptional quality, reliability

the leading generic companies,”

quality management is something

and responsiveness. Now the com-

Since 2015, Doppel Farmaceutici

adds Mr. Cassisi. “Today, we pro-

like a holistic concept for us. Qual-

pany is ready to step up further.

has been part of the private equity

duce almost everything customers

ity is essential for literally every

“We are keen to keep on growing

firm Trilantic. Trilantic holds 90%

demand.” Not only Doppel Farma-

business aspect. Luckily, we have

– organically and through acquisi-

of the shares and opens up new

ceutici’s comprehensive product

a very good company climate.

tions,” states Mr. Cassisi. “Our goal

business opportunities. “Thanks

and service portfolio stands out but

Everybody is keen to offer out-

is to increase sales. A turnover of

to Trilantic, we operate on a solid

also the company’s ambitious busi-

standing customer service. Strong

90 million EUR for 2016 is within

financial basis,” says Mr. Lan-

ness philosophy. Transparency,

customer relationships are crucial.

the realms of possibility.”

franchi. “Together we are going

working according to strict quality

As their supplier, we listen to our

to invest more and more in high-

and safety standards, outstanding

customers, we keep an eye on their

quality pharmaceutical injectables

customer care and operating in

individual needs, and we organ-

business
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